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the walking dead is an american post-apocalyptic drama television series that premiered on amc in october 2010, and ended in october 2015. it was created by robert kirkman, tony moore and dave erickson, and developed by scott m. gimple. its
executive producers are kirkman, erickson, gimple, david alpert, robert kirkman, gale anne hurd, greg nicotero, david alpert, and tom luse. the walking dead is an american post-apocalyptic drama television series that premiered on amc in october 2010,

and ended in october 2015. it was created by robert kirkman, tony moore and dave erickson, and developed by scott m. gimple. all of the episodes in this set are on blu-ray, including the walking dead - season four. the episodes are in 1080p hd with
english dolby 5.1 surround sound, english subtitles, and optional french subtitles. the walking dead: the final season is the final season of the walking dead television series, which aired on amc in the united states and on e4 in the united kingdom and

ireland. the series was created by frank darabont and based on the comic book series the walking dead by robert kirkman, tony moore and charlie adlard. it is the spin-off series of the 2007 film, the walking dead. the series follows the same characters
as the film, with the surviving characters attempting to find a safe haven away from the zombies and other dangers of the post-apocalyptic world. season 4 of the walking dead season 3. the walking dead s04e08 hdtv x264-dimension is an american

television drama series that ran on the cable network amc in the united states. the show was based on the comic book series the walking dead by robert kirkman, tony moore and charlie adlard and was created by frank darabont. the series was initially
broadcast in october 2011 and ran for ten episodes, until may 2012. season 4 of the walking dead s04e08.
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